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A Great Artist 

I am the man who paints with palms and knees. 
I roll in the earth's mud and my pictures print 
On thick canvasses. They are balmy and tan 
And beaded with oil. Galleries take them. 
They hang them and pay generously. My works 
Hang for millions who come, some to see, some to touch. 

Lovers like them for their earth-tones, to touch 
Them for their texture. I paint lovers on their knees, 
Swooning in each other's arms. They move wild with abandon. I work 
Richly with thick, watery mounds, and print 
Gently, smearing on cloth an aura of love. I watch them 
Bake hard in the sun. They take in light and heat and tan. 

My home is full of rubber plants and exoticly tanned \ 
Women. They fan me with palm leaves. I like to touch \ 
Their scented limbs. Sitting in my wicker chair I watch them
 
Moving in my honor. I buy them strings of gems that drape to their knees.
 
Important people come and stop, to buy my prints,
 
And ask me questions. Magazines take snapshots of me and my work.
 

On the sidewalk, by a run-down grocer, is my greatest work.
 
That is where the rich widow found me. That picture was bronzed tan
 
With power, but I no longer put my face in the mud to print.
 

Diana Abu-Jaber 

l8x 24Untitled 
medium-collage mixed media 
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The Miracles of Salt 

1.
 
A Decision is Made
 

I have been living with Sally for three weeks. She awakens every morning 
and coughs up blood. She is making a mess of my life. I decide to leave her. 
I step out of our small shower. It is a steaming humid morning and our 
windows are open. I am naked and dripping water. It feels like sweat. 

Sally is at the breakfast table. I fold my hands over my groin and 
approach her. 'Tm leaving", I say. She coughs a wad of blood into her 
plate. She is having pancakes for breakfast. She looks at me. Her eyes are 
trembling. Her lips are red. I look into her eyes. Their trembling makes me 
dizzy. I smile amiably. She starts coughing. She cups her hands over her 
mouth. I put a piece of bread in the toaster. She stops coughing. She carries 
her blood to the sink and washes it down the drain. The toast pops up. I 
nonchalantly sprinkle it with salt. She is washing her hands. "Where will 
you go?" she asks. She does not look at me. "The City" I reply. I eat the 
toast, dress and leave. The toast bubbles in my stomach. 

2.
 
Young Man With A Lot Of Spunk
 

Sally supported me. I realize this as I hitch-hike for the City. I have been 
on the road for three weeks. I have had three rides. The City is one 
thousand miles away. I have no money. I have developed a taste for tree 
twigs. I am glad that the sun provides me with Vitamin D. The sun has 
bleached my hair and bronzed my body. My legs are as muscular as oak 
trunks. I must look like some Grecian God. I wonder why nobody picks me 
up. 

I wonder where I am. I might be in Utah. How can I be sure? I remember 
an old indian trick. I put my head to the ground and taste it. Salty. It must 
be Utah. "What flavor is it son?", I hear a gruff voice ask. I look up and see 
the cab of a huge truck. I see the man that spoke to me. He has long grey 
hair and a red nose. "Where are you headinT' he asks. "The City", I reply. 
He opens the cab door. "Headin' there myself. Hop in," he says. I hop in. 
He smiles and starts his truck. Soon we are driving faster than birds. "Haw, 
haw, look at those birds I They can't keep upl" the truck driving man yells. 
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3.
 
Big Day in a Big Town
 

The City. The streets are paved with pavement. I am free. Sally is just a 
blood stain on my memory. The sun is bright in the blue sky and directly 
over my head. I leave no shadow. I am hungry. I see an old lady waiting to 
cross the street. She is eating a submarine sandwich. I approach her. "Help 
you eat your sandwich, ma'am?" I ask. She regards me with her grey eyes. 
She smiles. She has five teeth. "How thoughtful! What a nice young man!", 
she exclaims. I smile amiably. She gives me half of her sandwich. Cottage 
cheese and tomato on a roll. "My favorite", I say. She smiles. I take her arm 
and lead her across the street. My cheeks develop cramps. I continue to eat 
the sandwich. "Needs a little salt", she says. I nod and smile. She regards me 
with her twinkling grey eyes. "My, you look like some Grecian God. Do 
you need a job?" she asks. I swallow the sandwich and nod and smile. She 
scribbles a note on a piece of paper. She hands the paper to me. "Go to that 
address tomorrow and give this note to them. Tell 'em Flossie sent you:' she 
says and vanishes into a building. I dance in the streets until dawn. 

4.
 
Blowing a Job
 

I arrive at the address early in the morning. It is a brick building. The 
huge bronze sign above its doors reads: 

BUFFALO SQUID 

I enter the building. I am in an elegant lobby. It suggests the inside of a 
sperm whale's mouth. I see a pretty receptionist. I approach her, smiling 
amiably. I hand her the note. "Flossie sent me", I say. She smiles. "Third 

floor, Mr. Bilge", she says. 

Mr. Bilge is a pleasant looking fellow. His face is the hearty color of 
unwashed shrimp. "I think you'll do just fine", Mr. Bilge says to me. Mr. 
Bilge explains the nature of my work. I nod and smile. I am to receive 
certain documents and sign Mr. Bilge's name to them. Then I will place 
them in a certain drawer. ''I'd do it myself, but I have a busy day. We're 
expecting a big shipment of salt today", Mr. Bilge explains to me. He leaves, 

and I help myself to some coffee. 

Maybe it's the coffee, maybe it's the excitement of my job, but I'm 
wondering where the men's room is. I approach a pretty secretary. I can 
hardly walk. "Could you tell me where the men's room is?" I ask. The 
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blood rushes to her cheeks. She has blue eyes. "Umm, oh, ah, you better ask 
Mr. Morey over there", she says pointing to Mr. Moray. Mr. Moray is 
shaped like a torpedo. He has a pleasant face. I approach him and shake his 
hand. He clasps it firmly. "Mr. Moray, I have to, you know, take aleak," I 
say. He looks at me and smiles, He has thirty-two teeth. "Yeeah ...Yeeeah ... 
uh huh," he says smiling. "Come with me", he says. We enter an office 
room. Two of its walls are plate glass. People move about outside both of 
the glass walls. Mr. Moray leads me to a hatch, the kind of hatch on a sub
marine. "You can take a leak here", he says opening the hatch. I have to 
urinate badly. I look out the glass walls. Nobody is paying attention. I 
begin to piss. It enters the hatch with a hollow sound. I feel hot breath on 

!,	 my cheeks. Mr. Moray is looking over my shoulder, looking at my cock. I 
am outraged. I push him away. "What are you, crazy?" he yells. I leave the 
office. Mr. Moray grabs my shoulder. I shake loose and push him to the 
ground. The pretty secretary screams. Mr. Bilge returns. "What's going on 
here?" he yells. Two other employees begin insulting me. I leave the build
ing, vowing never to return. 

S. 
Music and Hunger 

I'm sitting on a dock overlooking the ocean playing the blues on my dusty 
harp.
 

My daddy was a poor man,
 
(harp harp harp)
 
my daddy was a mormon.
 
(harrarrp harp harp)
 
He had forty wives
 
in his den.
 
(harp-a harp-a hawwwarp)
 
My mother,
 
She was number nine.
 
I only saw her
 
at meal time.
 
(harrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrp)
 
I don't know,
 
I don't know,
 
whyeeeeee
 
did she have to go?
 
(harpharpprarpharp)
 

"Hey, I like your colors", a sweet voice says behind me. I am wearing a 
green shirt and navy blue pants. I look behind me. I see a beautiful woman. 
It takes me a second to notice her bikini. I stand. "Would you like a 
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harmonica?" I ask, offering mine to her. ''I'm hungry", she says. "Come 
with me", she says taking my hand. We approach a stand named the Snack 
Shack. On its counter, gallon-sized glass jars hold large sausages submerged 
in some liquid. "Ooh, I want one of those," the woman says. The proprieter 
smiles at us. He grabs some tongs and pulls a sausage out of a jar. "Salt, 
lady?" he asks. "Ooh, yes '; she squeals. "By the way," she says to me, "My 
name is Sally." She eats the sausage, takes me to her apartment and we fuck 
like pigs. 

6.
 
The Pope Visits a Festive Russian Lake
 

It is morning and I'm sitting in Sally's living room. The television is on. I 
hear Sally stirring in the bedroom. A news bulletin is on the television. The 
Pope is visiting the Soviet Union. He is at a famous lake resort. He is about 
to lunch with the leaders of the country. The cameras are focused on him. 
The food is on the table. The Pope takes a pinch of salt and throws it behind 
his shoulder. "Such a silly superstition", he says in Latin. Sally comes into 
the living room. Her mouth, neck and chest are stained red. "I had a little 
cough", she explains. I decide to leave. 

7.
 
It's a Living
 

"My boy, you came to the right place. This is the only job in town", the 
bearded man says to me. I nod and smile. I have been hired to run a stand 
named Oriental Food. The stand sells pieces of dough which resemble 
week-old pizza. They are basted with soy sauce. "How much do I sell them 
for?" I ask. "If the customer looks like he has a lot of money, charge 3Sc. If 
the customer looks like he doesn't have much money, charge 2Sc", the 
bearded man says to me. As he leaves he calls over his shoulder. "Put lots of 
salt on them. People here like 'em that way." I stand behind the counter 
watching people walk by. After a while a man approaches me. I smile 
amiably. He takes an oriental food and puts some change on the counter. 
He walks away. He has left ISc on the counter. "Wait a minute, you still 
owe me IDc", I yell. He keeps walking. I run after him and grab his 
shoulder. "What are you doing?" he yells. A huge man approaches me. 
"Who do you think you are?" he snarls. The huge man grabs my neck and 
prepares to punch me. Somehow I kick him in the face. He falls to his knees, 
whimpering like a dog. I punch him in the mouth. He starts spitting blood. 
Other people try to grab me. I break their ribs with my elbows. Women are 
screaming. I hear sirens. I run through an alley and climb up a fire escape. I 
look up and the sky is all over the place. 

Steven Thunder 
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Farmer's Wife 

Her hair is stuck to her 
Forehead and her clothes cling to 
Her body with sweat. She sits 
And looks through the whirling blades 
Of a window fan which brings only 
Warm air. She watches the 
Barn where her husband had gone 
At four o'clock and four o'clock 
And four o'clock and four o'clock ... 

She remembers her husband. 
His sweating body held dust 
And hay-seeds as he threw bales 
To the top of a load 
Of hay, or drank down a 
Glass of iced-tea in three gulps. 

She watches as the neighbor, who 
Now uses her fields, drives past 
On a tractor pulling a load 
Of hay with three sweating boys 
On top. They cannot see her, 
But do see fly-stickers, 
Hanging like tails from the porch 
Ceiling, to which flies are stuck 
And stuck and stuck and stuck ... 

Chuck Wilson 

Cabbage. Paul Pearce 
color sIlk screen 
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The ream IV 

Under buttresses covered with bright moss, 
We are married in the glass cathedral. 
Above the sanctuary, the emerald cross 
Wraps itself around the lost red clay grail 
On the altar. The bold sunlight, pale 
Inside the hall from the colored windows 
Of pictures in motion, like a clear veil 
Splashes on her from the window of rose. 

Upon the sea of tall grass, the white horse 
Carries her. They fly and float, wind and sail 
At once. Then 1, on the sil ver steed, force 
The metal horse to follow, and the quail 
Flutter into the air, into the sad gale 
Blowing from the west to the sky of woes. 
It blows through gardens of rambler's wail 
Scenting her skin with the fragrance of rose. 

By the garden the hollow thought of loss 
Often enters the dream by the ageing rail 
Where she often walks, and with a slight toss 
Shakes her hair at the wind. Taking the mail 
From the box she walks by the short grey trail 
With the dar~ end, and can't see as she goes 
That I love her in waking. But my frail 
Pleading pricks her like thorns: the pain of rose. 

And my children will fish for the blue whale 
Who understands their hooks, but also knows 
That the sea is lonely with beds of stale 
Seaweed and sand in the absence of rose. 

lames Cannon 
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Going 

Daniel would have flown. Even under the present circumstances he could 
have afforded it, He could have been in St, Louis in three hours instead of 
thirty Sal's phone call last week had goaded Daniel's concern about saving 
money. "I have everything at work set up and the job is waiting for you," 
Sal assured him. "But we're having some delays in moving into the new 
house, This apartment is too small for us as it is. Marcia and I would love to 
have you, but it looks like you'll have to get an apartment real soon after 
you arrive." 

The night before he left Daniel had a drink with his friend Bob. "You 
know in the long run it's better flying when you consider you have to pay 
for a day and a half's worth of meals." Bob theorized. "And then there's 
always the coughing old men. Hell, it's worth fifty dollars alone to avoid 
them." 

Of course the coughing old men were on the bus. You didn't even have to 
see or hear them. Their presence was as intrinsic to this bus as its humming 
air conditioning that circulated dead synthetic-smelling air. 

The bus was heading west, picking up the dusty tail-end of summer. 
Daniel sat on the right hand side next to the window. He wore a cotton shirt 
with the sleeves rolled up and the tails tucked into a pair of khaki pants. His 
short curly hair formed a jagged outline over his forehead and temples. A 
long nose with a bony bridge arched beneath his chestnut eyes. 

Why was it that whenever he traveled he felt as though he had left his 
insides behind? Like this morning he had a faint sensation that his guts were 
slipping out of him, like tiny connections were pulling and snapping with 
nervous pings, As though he could look out the back window and see a part 
of himself looking after, like a dog, all eyes, sitting on its haunches, slipping 
more out of reach as the bus pulled away from the Newark terminal. 

He had been traveling for five hours, The sun had reached its peak and 
light filled the round mountains and trees of Pennsylvania. Daniel looked 
out through the smokey green film of the tinted window. About this time he 
began to seriously regret the fact that he hadn't taken a plane. Though there 
was something amiss about flying too, It didn't suit him. He remembered 
the first time he went on a plane. He was fourteen and he was going to 
Florida with his grandmother. Once the plane had taken off he began to 
formulate in his mind a description of how it felt to be in the air so that he 
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could tell his friends. He realized that something that he had subconsciously 
expected to be there was not: air, cold air, stinging his face and whipping 
past his ears. It was silly of him, he mused, to think the inside of a passenger 
jet would be windy. The pilot didn't wear a scarf. "No wonder businessmen 
always fly," Daniel thought. "Everything is so small when you look down 
and it makes you feel powerful, and at the same time detached and insula
ted. That's what they're after," Daniel surmised, "power without pain, 
guarded from flak from down here." 

Daniel observed his fellow passengers and saw that they fit into varied 
categories, yet all had that hypnotized look in their eyes as though they 
were willfully trying to numb themselves. The bus trip held an unavoidable 
discomfort that had to be patiently endured. There were old women whose 
shoulders were hunched from years of carrying shopping bags. There were 
scrawny, unshaved cocky men who drank from bottles wrapped in brown 
paper bags. There were husbandless young mothers whose legs grew numb 
beneath the warm weight of children in their laps. All lined behind the 
villianous pied piper driver. All hopelessly contained in a droning, indiffer
ent bus. And on either side beauty and color had fled, like forest animals, 
from the twin gray snakes of the interstate highway. 

Daniel heard a voice in his mind saying "Who would", a PTA mother's 
voice, a nervous grandmother's voice. "Who would" followed by a 
reference to some atrocity committed against a child or pet. "Who would 
send a child on a bus alone." he was saying to himself. He was looking at a 
girl about eight years old sitting on the aisle seat across from him. She had 
dark hair cut in a soup bowl style. She had a small suitcase underneath the 
seat and from time to time she would open it. It was stuffed with dolls and 
books. She didn't play with them though, she just straightened everything 
like she was checking if it was all there. 

Daniel found the words "I would have driven you" formed in his head. 
The commoness of the phrase made him laugh to himself. He had said those 
words many times to his younger brother, to his mother. It was one of those 
things you said to be nice, that you didn't take seriously and no one else did 
either. But he did feel that way now. He'd bring the little girl to her parent's 
doorstep. She could have the whole back seat to herself to play with her 
toys. They would stop for ice cream along the way, kids always wanted ice 
cream on the way. Daniel slipped into a light sleep. 

The bus stopped for half an hour in the Philadelphia station. The driver, 
whose bloated stomach strained against the buttons of his uniform, was 
writing on a clipboard and talking on the phone. Daniel sat on a plastic 
chair against a yellow wall which was smudged with fingerprints. He was 

staring at an obese, slovenly woman in a faded cotton print dress. The word 
"mudslide" described her. Her face slid into rolls of fat beneath her chin, 
which slid into breasts that hung like two enormous half-full wineskins, 
which slid into her belly. She was looking around rather pensively. A 
soap-opera theme song was playing on one of the small television sets that 
attached to chairs and she jerked her head towards the sound in recognition. 
Daniel was beginning to hate her just by watching her. He didn't care, he 
had to let his frustration about this trip out somehow. The woman's 
husband appeared, she moved toward him. He was as fat as she. He was 
happy to see her, very happy to see her, Daniel could tell by his face. 

It was nine p.m. The bus had been moving for the past two hours with no 
stops. A defeated hush seemed to muffle the passengers. They had been de
feated by now, as the darkness grew thicker. The anticipation that a 
journey brings had slowly sifted out during the endless progression of 
miles, and stale candy bars and "Pull" doors, and hair strands curling down 
the basins of cold water sinks. Everyone had given up talking to their neigh
bors. 

At first Daniel thought that someone must be playing a radio in the back. 
He had been hovering on the brink of sleep and now he heard sweet music. 
No it wasn't a radio. He remembered the dark girl and guy with the guitar 
case who had boarded a couple of stops back. She was playing the guitar 
and singing the song that goes"And each day when she walks to the sea, 
she looks straight ahead not at me." 

Daniel had always disdainfully classified it as a dentist office song. 
Whenever he had heard it before it was some recording done by a chorus of 
male and female singers who would alternate, singing some parts 
separately, and some parts in unison, formal. And the background music 
would always sound like one of those living-room organs where you could 
push a lever for "Latin American Beat." 

But this girl was singing it easy and fine with just the guitar. Her voice 
was clean and unfractured, and she was slipping smooth from English to 
Spanish. Daniel could feel a wave of calm flowing through the bus. All 
around the passengers were in awe over the beauty of the song. The people 
were forgetting about their sore legs, their stiff shoulders, the heat rash on 
their buttocks, their suspected food poisoning from a vending machine egg 
salad on rye. Daniel inhaled the sound. Then everything was shattered by 
the bus driver's coarse voice on the intercom. "Hey, you kids, shut upl 
Can't you see there are people trying to sleep." 

At three a.m. the bus stopped at an all night diner. The driver announced 
that this was to be their breakfast stop. "Breakfast," muttered a woman 

i, 
, 
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from behind. Daniel had always thought that there must be some unwritten 
rule that said that in order for a place to acquire the status of an all night 
diner it had to simulate a dream atmosphere: muffled noises, slow motion. 
So that you could wander somnabulistically inside without breaking the 
remote quality and random, fragmented logic of your dream. Daniel wasn't 
sure what town they were near. This could be an outer space station for all 
he knew. As he moved through the parking lot he could see through the 
amber windows ghostly silent figures hunched over. Aproned automatons 
floated past. Inside the decor was red and orange, as always. Dishes 
crashed, very distant. It was a timeless vacuum; no distinction between ~ 
night and day. [ 

By dawn they were well into Ohio. The land was getting flatter and the . 
exit ramps whipped off to the side like scorpion tails. 

In the men's room of the Cincinnati station Daniel changed his shirt and 
removed his socks. His feet had become swollen and he needed the extra 
room in his sneakers that the thickness of his socks had occupied. 

When Daniel reboarded the bus he sat next to a girl who looked a few 
years younger than himself. She had wide cheeks, a small nose and light 
brown hair that she wore twisted in a bun. Daniel had been casually moni
toring her movements during the trip. A vague relief had filled him that 
morning when he woke and caught sight of the crest of her hair a few seats 
ahead. She was from Europe. He knew because in Newark he had seen her 
sitting on a duffle bag that had something printed on it in what looked to 
him like German. She was looking at a map of the United States that had 
passages written in Spanish and French. 

"Where are you going?" Daniel asked. He had spoken a shade louder and 
slower than usual in case she didn't know Engligh well. 

The girl looked at him with round blue eyes. ''I'm going to the University 
of Colorado," she said in careful and perfect English that Americans never 
had. 

"Oh, that's nice." Daniel was going to add something else, but he stopped 
the words as they rose in his throat. It was no use. He was going to say, 
'The real America doesn't look like this, you know." 

Carla Randolph 
J 

Untitled Stuart Troyetsky 
medium - stoneware 
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Beth Barrie Untitled 
medium - charcoal drawing 

The Bondage 

Part One 
Party Favors 

At a New Year's Eve party 
in a crowded room of guests 
who wore loosened neckties 
and strings of artificial pearls 
that would part and roll away 
while their owners pointed 
a lazy finger and laughed, 
the daughter of the host 
at sixteen, in a white dress, 
bounced up beside you, 
pushed her Manhatten glass 
under your nose and said. 
"Would you like to have my cherry?" 
and into your ear, she whispered 
her New Year's resolution. 

Part Two 
Things in a Dark Room 

A four-posted stage 
with actors-but no audience
enacting a battle; 
stabbing, thrusting, 
an open wound, 
a soldier preparing 
for the firefight 
in a shallow trench, 
a shattering explosion, 
a sudden bright light 
and a late audience 
who does not applaud. 

Part Three 
Wedding 

You can hear a faint drone
 
like the sound of an airplane
 
soaring away to some distant place.
 
It does not matter where.
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On the altar arrangement,
 
above one single flower,
 
you see one tiny fly beating the air
 
with a buzzing of wings.
 

The fly zips down the aisle
 
and you turn back to watch it
 
sail past the ushers and out through the door.
 
But no one else notices.
 

Part Four
 
The Bondage 

On your anniversary, you stared out the window
 
watching the shadows shift as the moon rose
 
and you thought about an open field of flowers.
 
They were dandelions, if you recall.
 

You thought of all the hours spend alone
 
in the bright light of its yellow solitude.
 
It was a place where your world seemed easy to control.
 
You could hold it in your hand then, if you remember.
 

Part Five
 
Departure 

Tonight on the glass, 
snowflakes fall silently 
and become dandelions 
that are swept away 
by the scythe of the wiper 
and as you drive, 
you flick the switch 
that stops the blade 
and you watch the field 
fill with yellow flowers 
that become a blinding light. 

John Benson 
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Buckland's is a Fool for the City 

Outside the night is finally all gray while the plume from the big 
smokestack by the lake is even grayer, falling above the electricity and the 
light that's stumbling on the ground, and the news from home is in my 
pocket, and making it inside Buckland's there's a steam in my breath and on 
my eyelids that rises from the heat of the drinkers and the dancers and the 
people with zero things to do. It's the way of anyone who can say he's in
trigued by the world to undertake a carefully prepared way of approaching 
the events that arise in the days and the nights of the years. I am intrigued 
by the world and I know I'd like to have beer in my blood and beer on my 
breath tonight when I read the letter and I know what's been going on since 
I last heard from Janie and the rest at my home on the Island. So I came to 
Buckland's and there's music in the crowd, rock and disco, same drums, 
same electric guitars, same vocals, just like always in the top 40, and all the 
shouted conversations I can't help but hearing share the same tones and 

accents ... 
"Of course it could be that they're going away because they don't feel ap

preciated here ... " 
"I didn't say anything provocative, did L like what the hell is this fresh

man?" 
"Yeah, that's it right there ... " 

And let me tell you once when a sort of snobbish friend of mine wanted 
me to buy her a White Russian because she was just crazy for foreign things 
I wanted her to apologize for not liking enough how New York we were and 
how much that was the only thing we'd ever be. Streets of Moscow, streets 
of Paris, streets of Reyjkavik for the hell of it and streets of Long Island 
Garden City Park everyone turning to face their companions and talking 
with their accents their expression for their love of their own place in the 

world ... 
Tonight it makes me feel good to recognize some friends by the pool 

table. "Hi Joe, Hi Larry, Hi Myrt, Hi Barry, Hi Tom." 
"Hi Charlie," they say. Larry and Tom are shooting balls when they're 

not bumping people in the waists with the stick. We watch. "How's life?" 
asks Tom, I say fine and I wonder to myself whether I should start a 
conversation here where the noises of voices and music are so loud. I could 
tell him that I think the flom is sticky with beer where we are or that the 
combination Tom is about to try to make is impossible or that I have a letter 
from Janie. I have a beer in my hand and I swallow the thin foam and the 
top third of the pabst in the cup. The foam reappears and I don't say a 

word. 

I stand almost comfortably with my back to the wall where I'm just out of 
reach of the cuestick. Across the pool table from me the part of the crowd 
that's near the bar is almost completely a college age crowd and I notice a 
Foghat T-shirt because a Foghat song is cranking on the speakers. In 
another part of the bar a short mustached fan of Wrangler long-sleeves and 
Stetsons swings open the toilet door and some sportsman who's watching a 
basketball game with the sound turned down from the last stool from the 
register frowns at some people who are picking up a pitcher and who are 
getting in his way. At the foosball table a shorthaired Italian who's wearing 
gloves is spinning the rods with a big druken smile; there's a couple sitting at 
one of the small tables and he's telling her something and she's amused 
enough to tap him on the chest and to let a laugh escape from her smile. 

After watching more pool while drinking other beers and after some 
dancing I am still at Buck's. There is a girl who entertains herself by jumping 
out of the confusion of the crowd in front of my face and putting on a 
soprano voice to shriek - freak out - just the way they'd had it sung to the 
beat in the song we had danced to, me and this girl. The shriek happens 3 or 
4 times - it's this blonde head with blue eyes and a sweaty forehead popping 
out from the mob that hides the tables and the barnlike floor and the long 
bar, a face all smiling in the flush of a joke, a voice high pitched and 
coherent as shit and I understand; Freak Out! 

We had talked over a table after I had brought her a Michelob. She had 
asked for a Pabst, but I had wanted to buy her a better beer, and I refused to 
save the dime that's the difference in cost between 40c Pabst and half dollar 
Michelob. From the pocket of my jacket behind me over the chair I took out 
a pack of cigarettes and I put them on the table. "Do you want to smoke?" 

She frowned. "No, my parents don't let ... " she began, "I mean I don't 
smoke .. ", I guessed she was high school age. She should have been more 
careful if she wanted to hide that fact. Most of the time it's not good to be a 
15 or 16 year old girl in a college bar, and when she had seen the red 
Winstons she shouldn't have said anything at all. And she should have had 
an older face. But I didn't have to know she was almost a little girl. But I 
wanted to. 

"Isn't it time for you to be in bed?" I taunted. 

"At least if it were I could find somebody else here and I could make it his 
bedtime too," she said. Freak Out! 

Going two years back to a senior English class I have a vivid memory 
where the teacher is discussing the subject of mythology in general and the 
legend of the Amazons, the nation of warrior women, in general. Janie, 
who was in the desk next to me, told the class why the story was invented. 
"It was just an unconscious desire of the ancients that inspired it, because 
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they worked so hard to build things and they wanted so bad to save trouble 
and build only one kind of bathroom and not both a ladies' and a men's." 
The class had broken out in silly laughter. Tonight Buckland's has seen 
more girls than there ever were in the johns of the Amazons. I talk to some 
of them about the cold weather but when I see my friend Lise sitting in a 
booth I go right over to her. I have a nickname for her and I use it. 
"Summertime how are you!" I shout. "Charlie I How are you! Doing some 
beers?" she says. 

"I am doing some beers and I am getting some summertime," I mumble. 
She puts a hand on my crotch in full sight of her drunken companions and 
tells me she doesn't like to see such a shy and polite guy like me getting in 
the habit of making up tricky nicknames. "But I'll let it go this time," she 
says. I tell her in my most sincere voice that she has to hear something. 
"Any girL" I say, "who gives the world the pleasure of eyes like yours, 
they're like a magic pond in the summertime, and you deserve the niceness 
of such a nice nickname." Her hand has moved off my crotch ~nd I don't 
say anything more. I look at the golden light foundering in the bubbles and 
the foam of my beer while one of Lise's friends begins to talk about music or 
something. I don't bother to make out her words. 

I can think of how the tide in my hometown bay 400 miles to the south 
some mornings wakes up every inch of waterside sand, the matted seaweed 
and every jetty and every rotting dock wetted, the air drunk with salt 
finding its daytime warmness. Me and my brother used to take a 12 foot 
outboard out to rake clams and when we came to the inside of the bay with 
the sun burning out of the east and Fire Island lying all blue from one end of 
the horizon to the other in the south, Long Islands' hazy green trees behind 
us, and out on the middle of the bay the sunlight can hit every last cap of the 
aimlessly rising waves, the top of the purple rocking water, above the 
troughs, and among the waves a shade takes the water dropping down from 
the former light burst tops, all over the bay two miles to Bayport Creek 
where the boat's dock is empty and three to Fire Island where Davis Park is 
probably sleeping. The girl in the booth is talking excitedly, she's telling 
about being near the ice that goes out a quarter mile from the lakeside 
behind Scales Hall and how she'd seen the ice drop a deer into the deadly 
water and how that took care of the deer until July maybe, when it will 
come up partly eaten by little Great Lake fishes, without its eyes and the 
ends of its ears and of its tail. But that's all right, I would say, because the 
cold you feel in your face and hands from the winter wind blowing off the 
lake is just something to turn the interiors of Oswego's bars and houses into 
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miniature springtimes that give you something of the warmth you can 
remember from green planted May, a heat which is as green as the 
creme-de-menthes that nobody buys in Buckland's, except the people who 
started drinking them at the more expensive places like the CollegeTavern or 
the Cameo, Howard Johnson's or Holiday Harbor, or at one of the 
nightclubs 35 miles away in Syracuse. 

It's a sad thing but I can't even try to bring Summertime home with me. 
She's engaged and I met her fiance once. He was drunk. "I could write a 
book about being inebriated," he'd told me, "but I wouldn't want to read a 
single page of it the next day." 

Summertime gets up to go for another pitcher and I say good-by. When I 
turn around into the crowd there are three girls I know right in front of me. 
They had been behind me and maybe it was their voices that I had heard 
talking ... 

"I heard he found out just today about his girlfriend going into the Air 
Force ... " 

They give a little jump when they see my face, but that doesn't positively 
mean they were talking about me and Janie, because everything jumps here, 
the music jumps, the beer in the cups, all of Buckland's jumps. But I don't 
say hello to these girls that I know and I think they are getting the opinion 
that I'm more than drunk, that I'm unfriendly also, to them, anyway. 
"Charlie's your basic strange agent," I hear one of the girls say as I walk 
away. 

I don't really want to read Janie's letter right now. The light is bad and 
there's too much noise in this part of the world. But I could talk to her on 
the phone; she might be home tonight. 

At the phone I put seven quarters in the slot. The little bell inside the 
receiver rings five or six times. I smile when I hear the light click. "Hello" 
comes an old voice. I try to be proper. "Hi. Could I talk to Janie please?" I 
don't recall this voice. 'There's no Janie here." I start to say I'm sorry, but I 
am interrupted. It's an upstate accent. "People don't call people at this time 
of night." I'm angry that I've dialed wrong. I must have forgotten the area 
code. "But some people can suck me off," I say, and I slam down the 
receiver. A dime falls down to the change returned. I've lost a dollar 
sixty-five. I can't make the phone call. 
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But I look up another number and I put the dime in. It is Price Squeezer 
Gas. An attendant says hello. "Do you know something," I tell him, "Do 
you know I'm never going to buy your gas because I don't like your ads." I 
start laughing and I'm not sure he can hear me. "Really, how can you say 
such things? The bitterness of poor quality everywhere else is not in your 
gas tank when you come to us, but the sweetness of cheapness in your pock 
etbook is.' Really ... " I stop laughing. The attendant grunts goodby, and 
then he hangs up the phone. 

Then I hang up the phone in my own turn and I start to try to make it 
towards the pool table. There is no walking room between one person and 
the others around them - but with some pushing my outlook slowly gets 
closer to the part of the bar with the foosball and the pool tables. I notice 
that not only do I have no change in my pocket but that the bills that I do 
have are clumsily bundled together where I shoved them in after the barten
der handed them across the bar to me - I push them in deeper, down with 
the unopened letter, so they won't come out and fall underfoot. I can see 
that the short Italian is still at the foosball table - and that his eyes are not as 
sharp on the game as they were before. He's not here just for the foosball, 
then, he drinks too - I see Art's face as he raises a beer to his mouth, right 
after a sorority girl wearing her colors moves away from the front of me, he 
drinks too, when the girl in colors moves away there are only a half dozen 
people between me and any given point on the closest beat-up side of the 

.,,1	 pool table, which is where Art is talking with a girl, I don't know her name, 
but I'm sure Art too enjoys the singular way she has of wearing her curly 
brown hair which falls just past her shoulders ... 

"Going back soon? " I say. 

"A few minutes, o.k.?"Art tells me. Whoever she is, she smiles. 

"How are you," she says. I nod to her and Art begins to talk again. 

"What do you think of my getting a really old Camaro, maybe going 
down to the Island a lot more?" 

I say that it sounds like a good idea and I begin to move away. I see an 
attractive girl. I see her coming up to me and it makes me smile to hear what 
she has to say: "Mike, how the hell have you been, its so good to see you, 
Mike, right, No, I guess not, I'm sorry, I thought you were a good friend of 

mine, I'm so embarassed, really ... " she turns away, someone in a parka 
bumps me, and I stare at the young black curls falling on the hood, and in 
the crowd the people are bumping her, and brushing her, and I stare at the 
yellow cotton hood of her top falling on her yellow cotton back, she 
doesn't walk straight away from me but moves in a kind of little shuffle 
away from whichever side the kids brush her arms or her hips. There's a 
song playing that makes a melody that was big when I was fifteen run 
through my head: I wasn't that happy then, high school and being little; and 
I'm so energetically happy now, but after I sit at one of the tables which is 
probably the only empty one until I sit there, I put my head on my arms and 
I close my eyes that are wet for some sad reason or other, and I keep them 
closed that way through the end of the song, and if I kept myself melan
choly like that for an hour longer, it wasn't long enough, because to sleep 
was still the only thing I wanted to do after my friends had carried me back 
and put me on a couch in our big living room. There was a stereo blaring 
there with maybe a half of the noise of the dance music at Buckland's, there 
was a smouldering fire that I think somebody had started with newspapers, 
and I watched the ceiling almost twenty feet above my head, which was 
white but a fading white, and a little grimed from some fire a few years ago 
where the flue wasn't closed, and where there were two black leather stuffed 
armchairs across forty feet of oaken floor on the other side of the room, 
which weren't dusty but from where I was lying on my black leather couch, 
the other part of their set, they seemed to be scored in a million places per 
square inch of thick fabric with glass, but the couch seemed to be a 
comfortable place to sleep, and to spend the last gray moments of the night 
before I did fall asleep. 

Steve Covell 
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Rasputin... 
III 
::tl 

Rasputin sleeps on the dark side of the moon,
 
Where shadows cast people
 
And whole things break,
 
While ghosts play in the grass,
 
In the long shadows of an autumn noon,
 
Little brothers who are dead,
 
Little sisters who have grown.
 

In lawn chairs we watch,
 
Sipping gin and weather.
 
A yellowed paper tumbles by.
 

3 Fall mornings do not warm to the day.
'"e-: The day stays cold. c 
3 '0 The evenings are no longer hot and dusty. 
':'::::n N Wind quickens the dust. 
00' 
o )(
... 
)( 

... '" o Twilight. We watch 
)( 

Headlights slide figures across our doors.
 
Shadows fold around corners.
 
The streetlamps grow brighter,
 
A column mustered against the night.
 

Now Rasputin walks in the street,
 
Chuckling softly to himself
 
As he sees us retreat to our houses.
 
He gathers up our little brothers and sisters
 
And teaches them to sing evening songs.
 
He teaches them how to grow and die
'0 

;:r 
;:s In one night, how to choose again in the morning. 
r
I:) The morning does not warm to the day.t: 
<3'" Choose. The day stays cold.'"., 

~ 

Gordon Ferguson 
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Spring
 

What's that crow doing 
perched on the tip of a pine 
nudging the blue sky? 

The crow is singing one note. 
Are buds croaking in the woods? 

Branches are rustling; 
water gurgles in the ditch. 
The crow moves its wings. 

Is that the wind or the crow 
flying low over the road? 

Streetlights 

Streetlights hang on the edge of my memory.
 
Streetlights glow in a sparrow's brain.
 

As I sleep, the sparrow sleeps;
 
Our dreams become one streetlight.
 

On the side of the road, in front of some woods,
 
Streetlights twitch like so many nerves;
 

Out of my cat's yawning mouth,
 
Grasshoppers leap like lightbulbs.
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